
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Floor Pan Installation Guide 

The HushMat Ultra floor pan kit is designed to treat from the point that the firewall meets the floor pan, across the tunnel to the 
to the side rail of the passenger back to the side of the “waterfall” – the vertical section that rises from the floor pan to the edge 
of the rear seat.   

               

Remove the seats, carpet and trim panel sections surrounding the firewall and tunnel on both driver and passenger side.   
Remove carpet pad and any loose foam pieces down to the floor pan surface.    There no need to remove factory damping 
material unless it is delaminating or flaking.  If it is delaminating or flaking just remove the loose pieces.    

             

Start at one straight edge (side rail or base of the firewall) and work either side to side or front to back.  About the sheet edges 
or overlap slightly using HushMat’s Hush Pro Roller to press down on the material.  A single layer of material provides 
outstanding sound and thermal insulation performance.        

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove one sheet from the box and before you peel back the release paper place it onto the surface you plan to install it.   
Make impressions in the foil of the sheet marking any cut-outs you will have to make.  Make your cut outs while the release 
paper is still intact.  Using a razor knife cut our all necessary areas.  Then peel back the release paper at one side and place that 
side directly on the surface.   Apply uniform hand pressure to the sheet and peel back the release paper from the underside 
applying pressure as you progress across the sheet.   IF any air-bubbles form under the sheet poke the center of the air bubble 
with your knife and press the sheet down to the surface allowing entrapped air to escape.       

Repeat the above steps until the floor pan is covered.   HushMat Ultra is proven to remove a minimum of 40% of the thermal 
transfer penetrating the floor pan and tunnel.   If the pre-HushMat treatment surface temperature is greater than 180° F, we 
recommend you install Silencer Megabond ½ inch insulating foam directly on top of the Ultra.   Follow the same process of 
planning the Silencer Megabond install.   

HushMat is manufactured in the United States of America and has been for over three decades.    Easy to install and performs 
for the life of your vehicle.   Tag photos or video of your install with #HushMatUSA  

The above provides an installation guide for your vehicle.   It is not intended to reflect the exact dimensions of your Make, Model and Year vehicle.   


